
Take control from the cab. 
Planting conditions change every hour, every day. 
That’s no problem with the Air Adjust Series from 
Yetter Farm Equipment. Equipped with pneumatic 
controls, this industry-leading lineup allows you 
to make quick adjustments right from the cab.

800.447.5777 | info@yetterco.com | www.yetterco.com

2940 AIR ADJUST™ SERIES 

ROW CLEANER
The residue-managing power Yetter is known 
for with convenient on-the-go adjustment

 » Features parallel linkage so row cleaner floats 
with ground contour

 » Is available in wide and narrow widths

 » Adjusts up and down pressures to create the 
ideal ride for row cleaners

 » Down pressure can be increased to  
fix row cleaner in rigid position

PATENTEDIN-CAB CONTROLLER
On-the-go technology

 » Make adjustments quickly and 
accurately during planting

 » Height and down pressure settings 
can be adjusted independently 

 » Presets can be programmed for 
quick changes

 » Units can be raised from cab as 
needed with the push of a button for 
wet areas, waterways, end rows, etc.

 » Uses an in-cab screen or integrates 
with existing ISOBUS monitor ISOBUS Screen

In-Cab Controller Screen

PATENTED

PNEUMATIC HYDRAULIC 
CONTROLLER KIT

HYDRAULIC PNEUMATIC 
COMPRESSOR KIT



PERFECT FOR YOUR ON-THE-GO OPERATION

PATENTEDPATENTED

FIRMING WHEEL ROLLING BASKET COULTER/ROW CLEANER 
COMBO

PATENTED

Stopping to adjust to changing field conditions means you cover fewer acres per day.  
The Air Adjust Series eliminates that waste and helps you cover more ground in less time.

A solution for challenging soil

 » Complements closing wheels by 
gently firming the seed zone 

 » Creates a uniform growing 
environment and helps prevent 
air pockets

Add rolling baskets to firm soil for 
ideal seedbed creation

 » Helps create smoother ride for 
planter gauge wheels and row unit

 » Is available with row cleaners as a 
combo unit

Unit-mounted coulter with air-
adjustable floating row cleaner

 » Coulter can be removed and row 
cleaner can still be used

 » Adjust up and down pressures 
to create the ideal ride for row 
cleaners


